We used functional magnetic resonance imaging to examine the representation pattern for repetitive voluntary finger movements in the primary motor cortex (M1) and the supplementary motor area (SMA) of humans. Healthy right-handed participants performed repetitive individuated flexion-extension movements of digits 1, 2, and 3 using the dominant hand. Contralateral functional labeling for the group indicated a largely overlapping activation pattern in M1 and SMA for the three digits. Consistent with recent findings, the geographic activation center in M1 for each finger differed, and we found some evidence of a homunculus organization pattern in M1 and SMA, but only for the central location of the representations. However, the statistical power for the homunculus pattern was weak, and the distance separating the digit geographical centers was typically less than 15% of the entire extent of digit representations in M1 or SMA. While separations for digit representations occurred, the entire data set provided more support for the concept of distributed, overlapping representations than for a classic homunculus organization for voluntary finger movements.
INTRODUCTION
The debate about whether the body surface has an orderly representation pattern in primary motor cortex (M1), and other movement related structures, has continued for more than 130 years. Observations of movement patterns of epileptic patients first suggested segregation in the cerebral cortical movement representation for different body parts (Jackson, 1863) . Subsequent invasive studies using more direct methods of surface electrical stimulation of the human and nonhuman primate brain provided general support of a medial to lateral scheme for the M1 representation of the lower limb, upper limb and face (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937; Woolsey et al., 1952) . These early data and generally those obtained subsequently found general consistency between the overall representation patterns of humans and nonhuman primates. However, controversy has arisen about whether orderly somatotopy holds for each of the major divisions within motor related areas, particularly the upper limb area within of M1; the functional representation for which most such efforts have focused. Simply put, the concept originally promulgated by Jackson (1863 Jackson ( , 1931 would argue for separate M1 representations for different segments of the human arm and by extension similar concepts would also seem to apply to nonhuman primates.
The level of somatotopic detail depicted by the homunculus figurine cartoon present in many reference sources was likely never intended (Schott, 1993) , though it has received wide distribution as witnessed by inclusion in major neuroscience texts (e.g., Kandel et al., 2000) . Furthermore, output maps generated with electrical stimulation should not necessarily reflect the organization of M1 and other motor related cortical areas revealed with functional techniques, such as neural recording or functional neuroimaging. Contemporary techniques employed with nonhuman primates that can resolve functionality of small clusters of neurons or single neurons have provided evidence of a distributed and overlapping functional organization of upper limb movements in nonhuman primate M1 (Gould et al., 1986; McKiernan et al., 1998; Poliakov and Schieber, 1999; Schieber and Hibbard, 1993) . This nonsomatotopic scheme for the upper-limb functional organization in nonhuman primate M1 has found support from functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) methods employed in humans (Rao et al., 1995; Sanes et al., 1995) . By contrast, recent reexaminations of the M1 somatotopic plan in humans with higher resolution functional MRI methods have indicated sep-arable central locations and a homunculus-like arrangement for finger and wrist movement representations within human M1 (Beisteiner et al., 2001; Hlustik et al., 2001) . But, these recent demonstrations also provide evidence for overlapping and distributed movements representations in human M1, features that would seem to contradict orderly somatotopic representations for individuated finger and hand movements in M1. Here, we report additional details about the functional organization for voluntary performance of finger movements in human M1 and supplementary motor area (SMA). We find limited support for somatotopy for finger representations in these two cortical motor areas of humans.
METHODS

Participants
Ten healthy, normal young adults (aged 22-28 years, seven females, three males) recruited from the local environment participated in the procedures. All were right handed, as determined by verbal assurance, and continued participation after standard MR safety screening. Participants received instructions and training prior to MRI procedures and provided written informed consent according to established and approved institutional review guidelines for experimentation with humans. Those participating received modest monetary compensation.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
We used a Vision Magnetom MR system (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) operating at 1.5 T and equipped for echo-planar imaging. Head movement was minimized by mild restraint and cushioning. Using a quadrature head-coil for radio frequency transmission and reception, we acquired a high-resolution T1-weighted data set (Siemens multiplanar rapid acquisition gradient echo, TR ϭ 11.4 ms, TE ϭ 4.4 ms, TI ϭ 20 ms, 1-mm isotropic voxels) to visualize the anatomical location of the functional activation. Fifteen slices of functional MR images were acquired in an axial plane roughly parallel to a line connecting the anterior and posterior commissures using blood-oxygenation-level-dependent imaging (Kwong et al., 1992, 240 ϫ 360 mm FOV, 128 2 sampling matrix, 5-mm thick, TR ϭ 2.5 s, TE ϭ 64 ms) starting from the superior convexity so as to sample fully the brain regions selected a priori for analysis (see below for regions).
Procedures
Functional MR images were acquired while participants performed as individuated as possible flexionextension movements of digits 1, 2, or 3 of the right hand performed separately at 2 Hz and during a nomovement block in separate 25-s-long blocks. The data reported here were culled from a larger data set collected to examine how tactile input modified activation related to finger movement of the dominant and nondominant hands (Baker et al., 1998) . The results bearing upon how tactile input affected movement-related activation will be reported elsewhere. Here, we only consider functional MRI data obtained during repetitive movements performed by the right hand (and corresponding no-movement periods) without any additional external tactile input. However, for completeness, each participant performed finger movements using digits 1, 2, or 3 of the right or left hand while touching or not touching a surface. This design yielded 12 tasks, each accompanied by an "adjacent" no movement condition for comparison. Each combination of hand and finger and whether to touch or not touch a cardboard surface resting on the thighs was performed in two separate blocks according to a visually presented instruction (5-s duration) viewed via a mirror mounted on the head coil. The entire experiment endured 21 min. A visual stimulus, flashing at 2 Hz, paced a finger movement (cued by a preceding instruction appearing at center of gaze; flashing green spot for movement; flashing red spot for no-movement) that was projected via mirroring to a back projection screen using a LCD video projector (Sony, VPL-351QM, Tokyo) connected to a Macintosh computer (G3/266, Apple Computer Corp., Cupertino, CA). The ordering of which finger moved was balanced across participants, who fixed gaze centrally throughout the procedures.
Data Analysis
UNIX workstations processed and analyzed the data using the SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, England) implemented in MATLAB 5.3 (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) and Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI; Cox, 1996) analysis platforms. The analysis was restricted to contralateral M1 (M1c), contralateral SMA (SMAc), and ipsilateral SMA (SMAi), areas known to exhibit robust movement-related activation (Rao et al., 1993; Sanes et al., 1995) .
We used a random-effect statistical approach under the general linear model to assess group differences in the representation patterns for movements of digits 1, 2, and 3 with a voxel-by-voxel analysis (Friston et al., 1999; Holmes and Friston, 1998) . Possible drift in the functional MR signal was controlled by using adjacent periods of movement and no-movement in the analysis. Only periods of no-movement temporally adjacent to periods of movement used for the current work entered into the data analysis. Initial data processing and statistical analyses implemented separately with SPM99 for each participant used standard procedures of headmotion correction, transformation into Talairach space, resampling (2 mm isotropic voxel size), spatial smoothing (Gaussian kernel of 4 mm, full-width, halfmaximum) to create voxel-level MR effect size images that compared functional MR signals obtained during the movement and no-movement periods for each finger separately (Friston et al., 1991 (Friston et al., , 1994 Mazziotta et al., 1995; Worsley et al., 1992) . The tasks were modeled as boxcar functions and convolved with a synthetic hemodynamic response function. Head motion parameters were added as regressors . Regions surviving a threshold of P Յ 0.01 were retained at the voxel level (Friston et al., 1996) to create t statistic images for each finger. The significance of each region was estimated using distributional approximations from the theory of gaussian fields (Worsley et al., 1992 . This characterization is in terms of the probability that a region of the observed (or higher) number of voxels above the specified threshold could have occurred by chance over the whole volume analyzed (i.e., a corrected P value). Regions were retained as significant at P Յ 0.05 corrected. The resulting cluster-level activation maps were superimposed onto the MR anatomy template, and Brodmann area and regional assignments were done using gyral and sulcal landmarks and coordinates provided by SPM99 and reference sources (Duvernoy, 1991; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) . M1 was defined as the posterior half of the precentral gyrus, medially from the fundus of the central sulcus (in the axial plane) to the lateral surface. The superior extent of M1 and SMA was the superior convexity. The inferior extent of M1 was defined functionally as the slice not having activation related to finger movement. The inferior extent of SMA was defined as 3 mm above the cingulate sulcus. The anterior extent of SMA was arbitrarily defined as 5 mm anterior to a vertical plane positioned at the anterior commissure, while the posterior border of SMA was defined functionally (most posterior activation, but not extending posterior to the paracentral lobule. Using these anatomic guidelines, the coordinates of the activated voxels in M1c, SMAc, and SMAi were extracted to address the distribution and geographical center of the movement-related representation for each finger. The coordinates, unweighted by the functional MR effect size, were examined with one-way ANOVA methods (JMP, SAS Institute, Cary, NC) to assess the null hypothesis of no difference in medial-lateral (x), anterior-posterior (y), and superior-inferior (z) location of the three finger representations. With ANOVA, we used the t statistic for significant voxels to assess characteristics of voxels with overlap and those without.
RESULTS
Movements performed separately using digits 1, 2, or 3 yielded overlapping activation in M1c, SMAc, and SMAi ( Figs. 1 and 2) . In M1c and across digits, the activation extended from 49 to 65 mm in the inferiorsuperior dimension (Talairach coordinates, Montreal Neurological Institute); Ϫ42 to Ϫ26 in the lateral-medial dimension; and Ϫ34 to Ϫ12 in the posterior-anterior dimension. In SMAc, the activation extended from 4 mm anterior to Ϫ20 mm posterior, with a restricted medial-lateral and inferior-superior extent. In SMAi, the activation extended from 4 mm anterior to Ϫ8 mm posterior, with a similar restricted medial-lateral and inferior-superior extent. In M1c and SMAc, the largest subset of voxels exhibited "shared" activation for movements of all three digits; that is, separate movement of these digits commonly activated a plurality of the total activated voxels (white dots in Fig. 2 ). In SMAi, no single voxel exhibited common activation related to movement of all three digits. In M1c, the amount of overlap between pairs of digits (including voxels having common activation for all three digits) ranged from 36.8% (D3 representation overlapping with that of D1) to 81.6% (D2 overlap with D1). In SMAc, the overlap ranged from 50.6% (D3 overlap with D2) to 95.4% (D3 overlap with D1). In SMAi, we found no overlap between the D3 and the D1 or D2 representations. There was 29.7% overlap of the D1 representation with D2 and 73.3% overlap of the D2 representation with that of D1 in SMAi. We also assessed whether the functional MR effect size (using the t statistic obtained for activated voxels) differed for voxels having overlapping activation and voxels only activated by moving one of the fingers. For this analysis, voxels were classified as nonoverlapping, overlapping for two finger movements, and overlapping for three finger movements. An ANOVA showed a main effect of overlap for M1 and SMAc; no effect on the t statistic was observed in SMAi. Post hoc paired comparison revealed that the greatest t values occurred for voxels with complete overlap and the lowest t value for voxels with no overlap (P Յ 0.05, Tukey-Kramer HSD).
We found inferential statistical evidence for different central locations for the movement representations of digits 1, 2, and 3 in M1c, SMAc, and SMAi (Fig. 2 , Table 1 , all P Յ 0.05, most P Յ 0.0001) except for the anterior-posterior dimension for SMAc, which did not differ among the three movements. Despite these highly significant alpha levels, the amount of variance accounted for by the whole model adjusted R 2 was typically low, ranging from 7.0 to 10.5% for M1c, 5.1 to 15.3% for SMAc, and 8.2% (medial-lateral), 79.2% (anterior-posterior), and 17.2% (inferior-superior for SMAi). The data reported in Table 1 and assessed statistically represent the geographic center of the activated voxels. Since others have examined centroids of representations using a measure of functional MR effect size (e.g., Hlustik et al., 2001) , we performed a similar, but descriptive, analysis of the representation centroids for digits 1, 2, and 3 by weighting the three-dimensional coordinate location with the t statistic obtained for activated voxels. For all three areas and the three dimensions, the weighted centroids were within 0.5 mm of the unweighted centroids.
A post hoc analysis with ANOVA methods on the coordinates provided an indication which coordinate frame, that is, horizontal, coronal, or parasaggital, contributed to the differing central locations for the three fingers (all minimally at P Յ 0.05, not indicated further). In M1c, the centroid of the D1 representation was located intermediate between that of D2 and D3 in the medial-lateral plane and was significantly more anterior and inferior to the D3 representations (Table  1) . The anterior-posterior and superior-inferior location of the D1 representation centroid did not differ from that for D2. The D2 center in M1c had a more lateral, anterior, and inferior location than the D3 centroid. In SMAc, the center of the D1 representation was more medial and posterior than that for D2, while the D2 centroid had a more lateral and posterior location than that for D3. In SMAi, the D1 centroid was more medial and posterior than that for D3 and more inferior than the D2 centroid. The D2 centroid had a more posterior and superior location than the D3 centroid.
The maximal separation for the group among representation centers in M1c was 5.4 mm (D2 center more anterior than D3 center, Table 1) across the three cardinal planes, with the mean separation of 1.93 mm in the medial-lateral plane; 3.63 mm in the anteriorposterior plane; and 1.85 mm in the superior-inferior plane. These mean separations corresponded to 12.1% (medial-lateral), 16.5% (anterior-posterior), and 11.5% (superior-inferior) of the total spatial distribution of the three finger representations in M1c. In SMAc, the maximal separation among representation centers was 3.1 mm (D2 center more posterior than D3), with the mean separation of 1.48 mm in the medial-lateral plane; 2.03 mm in the anterior-posterior plane; and 0.51 mm (not significantly different) in the superiorinferior plane. In SMAi, representation centers had a maximal separation of 7.9 mm (D1 center more posterior than D3), with a mean separation of 1.0 mm in the medial-lateral plane; 5.27 mm in the anterior-posterior plane; and 2.62 mm in the superior-inferior plane. The percentage differences in the centers of the finger representations in SMAc and SMAi (those with significant differences) relative to entire finger representations corresponded to 9.2 to 14.6% (and 43.9% for the anterior-posterior difference in SMAi) of the total distribution of activated voxels. 
FIG. 2.
Activation distribution and mean location. Distribution of activation illustrated in the left panels for M1c (A), SMAc (B), and SMAi (C). Each dot represents the location of a voxel with statistically significant activation, the size of the dot represents a range of t values (see dot between A and B). For overlap sites, only the largest t value of the two or three movements is depicted. The geographical center and the standard deviations about the centers in three dimensions (rectangles on the surface walls and floor) of the activation for each brain area and each finger are illustrated in the right panels. Color code as described in the legend of Fig. 1 . A, anterior; L, lateral; S, superior. Note that the vantage points and the scales (except in the z dimension) differ across the three-dimensional plots to maximize clarity for visualization. Graphics created with Igor 3.16 (Wavemetrics Corp., Lake Oswego, OR).
DISCUSSION
The current results provide support for the existence of ordered somatotopy in the upper limb region for human M1c, and also in SMAc and SMAi (contralateral and ipsilateral portions of SMA), but only when considered independently of the substantial overlap and the small relative difference in geographical centers of the movement representations for digits 1, 2, and 3. The most prominent result of the current group analysis indicated that finger movement representations in the primary (M1) and a nonprimary (SMA) motor cortical area had a distributed and an overlapping pattern. Thus, these results have general agreement with findings from a variety of methods employed in humans and non-human primates on the general absence of ordered somatotopy in M1.
An enduring concept derived from the figurine cartoon summarizing Penfield's and Woolsey's seminal studies on the somatotopy of human M1 and primary somatic sensory cortex (S1, Penfield and Boldrey, 1937; Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950; Woolsey et al., 1952) has been that both M1 and S1 have organized somatotopy for all body parts. More contemporary data obtained from a variety of techniques, including neuroimaging and electrical recordings, provide general support for somatotopic organization in S1, even within the S1 hand representation. The somatotopic pattern apparently evident in human and monkey S1 entails orderly arrangement of the receptive fields for major body parts (head, upper-limb, and lower limb) and a corresponding orderly and nonoverlapping arrangement of representations for the constituent parts within a major representations, such as the upper limb. However, as reviewed elsewhere (Sanes and Donoghue, 2000) , a similar somatotopic organization for the M1 upper limb representation does not appear to exist in human or nonhuman primate M1 despite considerable efforts to reveal such a pattern. Recent data obtained with functional MRI, including that current work, do provide some evidence that finger and wrist representations have separable centers (Beisteiner et al., 2001; Hlustik et al., 2001) . We also found that the D2 representation in M1 was anterior, lateral, and inferior to that for D3-as would be predicted by the homunculus figurine. However, the location of the D1 representation had properties consistent and inconsistent with the homunculus figurine, reducing the generality of orderly somatotopy in the current data. A modicum of within-area somatotopy has been extended to human SMA, but the current data also agree with earlier demonstrations of intermingling of electrically evoked movements from monkey SMA (Mitz and Wise, 1987) . It should be noted that the demonstrations of separate representation centers in M1 and SMA do not account for a substantial amount of variance in the data (typically less than 15%). Furthermore, while not negated, the finding of separable centers must be tempered by the extensive overlap of finger and wrist representations in M1 (Hlustik et al., 2001; Rao et al., 1995; Sanes et al., 1995) and the existence of separable activation foci in M1 (Hlustik et al., 2001; Sanes et al., 1995) .
Our earlier data demonstrating shared, distributed functional representations for finger and wrist movements in human M1 (Sanes et al., 1995) have received two principal criticisms. First, we used a spatial sampling resolution that may have prevented revealing M1 somatotopy for finger and wrist representations. This argument can be rejected based minimally on three lines of evidence; all derived from methods having higher resolution than any current data acquisition method applied to humans (e.g., neuroimaging, lesion, or transcranial stimulation). Neuronal recording methods in non-human primates yield evidence consistent with overlapping functions for individual M1 neurons (Schieber and Hibbard, 1993; Poliakov and Schieber, 1999) . Intracortical electrical stimulation or appropriately applied surface stimulation in the M1 forelimb or hindlimb areas of monkeys that likely depolarizes small clusters of M1 neurons evokes activity in both distal and proximal motor neuron pools (Andersen et al., 1975; Jankowska et al., 1975; McKiernan et al., .9 Ϯ 3.7 Ϫ29.7 Ϯ 4.3 59.1 Ϯ 3.5 0.65 Ϫ3.0 Ϯ 1.8 Ϫ1.1 Ϯ 3.6 58.9 Ϯ 4.6 0.86 6.6 Ϯ 2.0 2.9 Ϯ 1.0 59.4 Ϯ 3.1 0.14 Note. Location in Talairach coordinates (mm) and representation size (cc) of activation for each right finger movement. A single activation cluster spanned SMAc and SMAi (from SPM99), but the activated volume for each region was calculated from activated voxels in the left (contralateral) and right (ipsilateral) hemispheres. For x, larger value signifies more medial for M1c and SMAc and more lateral for SMAi; y, larger value signifies more anterior; z, larger value signifies more superior. *P Յ 0.0001; † P Յ 0.001; § P Յ 0.05.
1998). Focal inactivation of small zones in monkey M1 impairs function of more than one digit (Schieber and Poliakov, 1998) . This last finding, despite contrary interpretations by others (Beisteiner et al., 2001) , has been fundamentally replicated in humans (Schieber, 1999) . Thus, several techniques with higher resolution than that available for common use with humans fail to support orderly M1 somatotopy for finger and hand representations. One may argue that the initial sampling resolution of the current work and the spatial smoothing of SPM99 may also have prevented discovering M1 somatotopy. However, with the current effective resolution, similar to that of Beisteiner et al. (2001) but less than that of Hlustik et al. (2001) , we found comparable separation between representation centers for the three fingers to that observed in those recent studies.
A second criticism concerns our use of arterial spin tagging functional MRI methods rather than bloodoxygenation-level-dependent methods (Kwong et al., 1992) , which could yield different patterns of functional label. This criticism would seem to have little bearing on the outcome of our findings for two principal reasons. First, arterial spin labeling functional MRI methods can reveal patterns of activation consistent with those found with blood-oxygenation-level-dependent methods (Bandettini et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2000; Siewert et al., 1996; Yee et al., 2000) , and these patterns perhaps can be localized better to parenchyma than can blood-oxygenation-level-dependent methods (Edelman et al., 1994) . Second, the current study used blood-oxygenation-level-dependent methods and found results comparable to those with arterial spin tagging methods.
A final topic concerns the rationale of the continued search for somatotopy in M1, and other movementrelated areas, and bears upon what is represented in brain movement-related structures and why ordered somatotopy in M1 may not have the importance it seems to have assumed for motor control researchers. The Commentary appearing in this issue of NeuroImage deals generally with these questions (Sanes and Schieber, 2001 ). However, a few general points bear reminding. The perseverance of notions of organized somatotopy in M1 (and by extension to SMA) has more perplexity when considering that such an organization would seem to exclude a M1 role in higher-level aspects of movement control, perhaps in favor of notions tying M1 directly to muscle function and in a loop with primary somatic sensory cortex, which does seem to have highly ordered somatotopy. However, the enduring argument about M1 function of whether muscle or movements are represented (Phillips and Porter, 1977) , seems to have been largely discarded and replaced with lines of inquiry that have investigated higher-order representations in M1 related to movement direction or even movement goal (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Georgopoulos et al., 1982) . Also consider that since M1, SMA and other motor related structures in the brain must develop neural signals (for reach and grasp movements) to control more than 50 muscles and 27 degrees of freedom (for the fingers, wrist and elbow), exclusion of a highly integrative function for brain motor structures seems unlikely. Furthermore, M1 exhibits both short-and long-term plasticity induced by many antecedents including injury, practice, and learning that likely come about by intrinsic associative processing (for a review see Sanes and Donoghue, 2000) . Thus, deciding about how M1, SMA and other supraspinal motor related regions are organized must go beyond simple straightforward concepts of somatotopy and include the demonstrated complex features of anatomic and functional organization. The journey toward centralized, functional representations in M1 and SMA will likely fail given the proven associative network arrangement of M1, SMA, and likely all movement-related brain areas.
